Multi-view clustering is an important and fundamental problem. Many multi-view subspace clustering methods have been proposed and achieved success in real-world applications, most of which assume that all views share a same coefficient matrix. However, the underlying information of multiview data are not exploited effectively under this assumption, since the coefficient matrices of different views should have the same clustering properties rather than be the same among multiple views. To this end, a novel Constrained Bilinear Factorization Multi-view Subspace Clustering (CBF-MSC) method is proposed in this paper. Specifically, the bilinear factorization with an orthonormality constraint and a low-rank constraint is employed for all coefficient matrices to make all coefficient matrices have the same trace-norm instead of being equivalent, so as to explore the consensus information of multi-view data more effectively. Finally, an algorithm based on the Augmented Lagrangian Multiplier (ALM) scheme with alternating direction minimization is designed to optimize the objective function. Comprehensive experiments tested on six benchmark datasets validate the effectiveness and competitiveness of the proposed approach compared with several state-of-the-art approaches.
Introduction
Subspace clustering is an important technique in data mining and machine learning involved with many applications, such as face clustering and motion segmentation [31] . It relies on the assumption that high-dimensional data points lie in a union of multiple low-dimensional subspaces and aims to group data points into corresponding clusters simultaneously [12] . Owing to its promising performance and good interpretability, a number of clustering algorithms based on subspace clustering have been proposed [31, 12, 20, 36, 15, 10] . For example, Sparse Subspace Clustering (SSC) [12] obtains a sparsest subspace coefficient matrix for clustering. Besides, Low Rank Representation (LRR) [20] finds a self-representation of the dataset under the low-rank constraint. Low Rank Sparse Subspace Clustering (LRSSC) [36] employs both the low-rank constraint and the sparsity constraint on the self-representation simultaneously. SMooth Representation (SMR) [15] investigates the grouping effect for subspace clustering. All these subspace clustering approaches have achieved promising clustering results in practice. However, they are proposed for the single-view data rather than the multi-view data [39] , which are widespread in many real-world applications.
Multi-view data, collected from multiple sources or different measurements, are common in real-world applications [47] . For instance, images can be described by variant features (SIFT [22] , LBP [28] , etc.); visual frames and audio signals are two distinct views of a video and both are important for multimedia content understanding. Compared with single-view data, multi-view data contain more useful information for learning and data mining [39, 47, 9, 38, 34] . And it is of vital importance to achieve the agreement or consensus information among multiple views during clus-tering. Obviously, running a single-view clustering algorithm on the multi-view data directly is not a good choice for multi-view clustering [39, 9, 16, 17] . A number of multiview subspace clustering approaches have been proposed in recent years [14, 26, 23, 3, 35] . Although good clustering results have been achieved in practice, most existing multi-view subspace clustering approaches assume that all views have a same coefficient matrix to explore the consensus information. The above assumption is not proper for multi-view clustering, since different views have specific self-expressiveness properties. And a more suitable way is to assume that the coefficient matrices of multiple views have the same underlying data distribution and clustering properties, rather than be equivalent among all views.
To address the above problem and explore the underlying information of multi-view data effectively, a novel Constrained Bilinear Factorization Multi-view Subspace Clustering, dubbed CBF-MSC, is proposed in this paper. By introducing the bilinear factorization [5] with an orthonormality constraint to the coefficient matrices of all views, the consensus information of multi-view data can be well explored, meanwhile, the specific information of different views is also taken into consideration during clustering. Finally, an alternating direction minimization algorithm based on the Augmented Lagrangian Multiplier (ALM) method [19] is designed to optimize the objective function, and experimental results conducted on six real-world datasets demonstrate its superiority over several state-of-the-art approaches for multi-view clustering.
The main contributions of this work are delivered as follows: 1) A novel Constrained Bilinear Factorization Multiview Subspace Clustering (CBF-MSC) is proposed in this paper, which assumes that the coefficient matrices of multiple views have the same clustering properties and consensus information of multi-view data are ex-ploreed effectively.
2) By introducing the constrained bilinear factorization, a coefficient matrix can be factorized into a viewspecific basis matrix and a common shared encoding matrix. And we prove that the coefficient matrices of all views have the same trace-norm.
3) An effective optimization algorithm is developed and extensive experiments are conducted on six benchmark datasets so as to demonstrate the effectiveness and competitiveness of the proposed method for multiview clustering.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related works are briefly reviewed in Section 2. And Section 3 presents the proposed method in detail, optimization of which is developed in Section 4. Experimental results, including convergence properties analysis and parameters sensitivity analysis, are provided in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with a brief summary.
Related Work
Generally, multi-view clustering approaches can be categorized into two main groups roughly: generative methods and discriminative methods [9] . Methods in the first category try to construct generative models for multiple views by learning the fundamental distribution of data. For instance, the work proposed in [2] explores the multi-view clustering problem under an assumption that views are dependent and multi-nomial distribution is applied for models construction; the multi-view clustering method in [30] learns convex mixture models for multiple views.
Discriminative methods aim to simultaneously minimize the intra-cluster disimilarity and the inter-cluster similarity. Most existing multi-view clustering approaches belong to this category [9, 42] , including spectral clustering based methods [16, 17, 37, 49] and subspace clustering based methods [14, 41, 8, 42] . For example, co-training multiview spectral clustering [16] leverages the eigenvectors of a graph Laplacian from one view to constrain other views; co-regularized multi-view spectral clustering [17] combines similarity matrices of multiple views to achieve clustering results by co-regularizing the clustering hypotheses among views; Robust Multi-view Spectral Clustering (RMSC) [37] recovers a transition probability matrix via low-rank and sparse decomposition for clustering. Besides, many subspace clustering based methods are proposed in recent year as well. Low-rank Tensor constrained Multi-view Subspace Clustering (LT-MSC) [41] explores the high order correlations underlying multi-view data and the tensor with a low-rank constraint is employed. Diversity-induced Multiview Subspace Clustering (DiMSC) [8] obtains clustering performance with the help of the diversity constraint. Latent Multi-view Subspace Clustering (LMSC) [42] , which achieves the current state-of-the-art multi-view clustering performance, explores the underlying complementary information and seeks a latent representation of multi-view data The data matrix of the -th view.
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at the same time. The propose method belong to the second category, i.e. a discriminative method based on subspace clustering. The matrix factorization is often used for matrix approximation [5, 48] . Our approach takes advantage of the bilinear factorization to construct a coefficient matrix which contains the consensus information of all views. It is noteworthy that our method is different from approaches proposed in [1, 21, 46] . [21] formulates a joint nonnegative matrix factorization to keep the clustering results among multiple views comparable; [46] constructs a deep matrix factorization framework to explore the consensus information by seeking for a common representation of multi-view data. These methods perform the nonnegative matrix factorization [18] on the data matrix, columns of which are data points, directly. However, since statistic properties of different views are diverse, it is risky to employ the matrix factorization on multiple views straightforward to explore the consensus information. As for our proposed CBF-MSC, it employs a constrained bilinear factorization on subspace coefficient matrices, which are self-representations of multiple views with same or similar statistic properties for clustering [12, 20, 9, 41] .
Proposed Methodology
In this section, we propose our proposed CBF-MSC in detail. For convenience, Table 1 lists main symbols applied in this paper and Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed method.
Subspace clustering based on self-representation is a fundamental and important technique [31, 42] . Taking Low Rank Representation (LRR) [20] for example, given the -th view ( ) with samples and dimension, data points of which are drawn from subspaces, the objective function of subspace clustering can be written as follows:
where is the tradeoff parameter, ( ) ∈ × denotes the subspace coefficient matrix of ( ) , and ( ) ∈ × indicates the sample-specific error. is not the same with ( ) . Actually, our method assumes that rank(Z (i) ) equals to rank(Z (j) ), and to this end, the constrained bilinear factorization is introduced in the proposed method. Finally, the multi-view clustering results of the proposed CBF-MSC are inferred by leveraging the spectral clustering with the adjacency matrix (abs( ) + abs( ))∕2.
Formulation
Given a multi-view dataset with views, i.e. { ( ) } =1 . It is clear that ( ) in Equation (1) is vital for clustering and the most existing multi-view subspace clustering methods pursuit a shared coefficient matrix for all views. However, in real-world applications, data points from different views have the same clustering results, rather than the same coefficient matrix. In other words, it is not a proper way to obtain the multi-view clustering results with a same coefficient matrix. In this paper, CBF-MSC assumes that the coefficient matrices have a same rank among multiple views, since the rank of a coefficient matrix is crucial for clustering [20] .
Due to the discrete nature of the rank function, it is hard to optimize the above problem [20] . Since the trace norm regularization promotes low rank solutions and the trace norm of ( ) is equal to the 1 -norm on the singular values of ( ) [13] , the following problem can be constructed straightforward:
The Equation (3) is formulated under a suitable assumption for multi-view clustering, however, it is difficult to be well optimized. Therefore, the further improvement should be employed. As shown in Fig. 1 , the constrained bilinear factorization is introduced in our CBF-MSC and the coefficient matrix of the -th view can be written as follows:
where denotes an identity matrix with proper size, ( ) ∈ × indicates the basis matrix of the matrix factorization with respect to ( ) , and ∈ × is an encoding matrix of ( ) based on ( ) , ≥ . Since each view has the specific information, the subspace coefficient matrices of multiple views are different from each other to some degree, and it is reasonable that the basis matrix of the bilinear factorization varies with different views. Moreover, it is worth noting that the orthonormality constraint of ( ) plays an significant role here. To be specific, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Given a square matrix , which can be factorized as = , if the constraint = holds, the trace norm of equals to the trace norm of :
Proof. Since = ( ) ( ) = = , the matrix of has the same eigenvalues with the matrix of . Accordingly, the matrix and the matrix have the same singular values, namely, the trace norm of equals to the trace norm of , i.e. ‖ ‖ * = ‖ ‖ * . □ For an arbitrary view of multi-view data ( ) , according to Theorem 1, the trace norm of the subspace coefficient matrix equals to the trace norm of subjected to the orthonormality constraint of ( ) . That is to say, by performing the constrained bilinear factorization on the low rank representation of multiple views, the following formula can be constructed directly:
where = 1, 2, ⋯ , and it also indicates that , which is invariant with different views, is a proper choice. Consequently, The problem of the Equation (3) is equivalent to the following problem:
where is the tradeoff parameter, denotes the common shared encoding matrix which contains the consensus information, and { ( ) } =1 indicates the view-specific information, therefore, the complementary information of multiview data is also explored during clustering. Once and { ( ) } =1 are optimized, a subspace coefficient matrix , which contains the consensus information of multiple views, can be achieved as follows:
Optimization
In this section, an algorithm is designed for optimizing the objective function of the proposed CBF-MSC effectively. Besides analyses of the computational complexity and convergence are presented as well.
Optimization of CBF-MSC
To solve the objective function of Equation (7), an algorithm based on the Augmented Lagrangian Multiplier (ALM) [19] method is developed in this section. Besides, the alternating direction minimization strategy is employed and an auxiliary variable is introduced here to make the optimization procedure separable. Therefore, the objective function can be rewritten as follows:
And the corresponding augmented Lagrange function is:
where
and 3 are Lagrange multipliers, and for the concise representation, Γ( , ) is defined as follows:
in which indicates a positive adaptive penalty parameter, ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ denotes the inner product of two matrices. The optimization of Equation (7) can be solved effectively by minimizing the corresponding ALM Equation (10), which can be decomposed into six subproblems.
1) Subproblem of updating ( ) :
The subproblem of updating ( ) can be written as follows when other variables are fixed:
results of which are the same with the following problem:
in which ( ) is defined as follows:
and according to Lemma 4.1 in [20] , Equation (13) can be optimized effectively with a closed form.
2) Subproblem of updating ( ) : With other variables being fixed, the subproblem with respect to ( ) is:
which can be reformulated as follows:
which is a typical orthogonal procrustes problem [29] , and can be solved effectively according to [43] .
3) Subproblem of updating : To update with other variables fixed, we solve the following problem:
and we obtain the following optimization by taking the derivative with respect to and letting to be 0,
4) Subproblem of updating :
The auxiliary variable Q can be updated as follows:
and to obtain the solution of Equation (20), a soft-threshold operator [19] is defined as follows:
and by performing SVD on + 3 , i.e. + 3 = Σ , the optimization of is
5) Subproblem of updating ( ) :
With other variables fixed, the subproblem of updating can be formulated as follows:
and we take the derivative of the above function with respect to ( ) , set it to be 0, then the optimization of ( ) can be obtained as follows:
in which ( ) and ( ) can be written as follows:
6) Subproblem of updating multipliers and :
The multipliers can be updated as follows according to [19] :
Besides, we update the parameter in each iteration with a nonnegative scalar and a threshold value , i.e. = min( , max ).
Algorithm 1 presents the whole procedure of our proposed optimization.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm of CBF-MSC

Input:
Multi-view { ( ) } =1 , ( ) = 0, = 0, = 0,
= 0, 3 = 0, = 1.9, = 10 −4 , max = 10 6 , = 10 −6 , ( ) with random initialization; Output:
Updating according to the subproblem 3; Updating according to the subproblem 4; For = 1, 2 ⋯ , do: Updating ( ) according to the subproblem 1; Updating ( ) according to the subproblem 2; Updating ( ) according to the subproblem 5; Updating
according to the subproblem 6;
according to the subproblem 6; End Updating 3 and according to the subproblem 6; Until:
Computational Complexity and Convergence
The main computational consists of five parts, i.e., the subproblems of 1-5. Staying the same with Table 1 , is the number of samples, denotes the number of views, indicates the dimension of the -th views and is a dimensional value introduced during factorization, as shown in the Equation (4). According to Algorithm 1, the complexities of updating and are ( 2 + 2 + 3 ) and ( 3 ) respectively.
As for the subproblem of updating ( ) , the complexity is ( 2 + 3 ), and ( 2 + 3 ) is the complexity of updating ( ) . For updating ( ) , Sylvester equation is optimized, and the complexity is ( 3 + 3 ). To sum up, since and are much smaller than and in practice, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is ( 3 + 3 ) , where max = max({ } =1 ).
For the proposed method, it is difficult to prove its convergence, since more than two subproblems are involved during optimization. Inspired by [40, 45, 44] , the convergence discussion will be presented in the experiments section, and comprehensive results shown in next section illustrate the strong and stable convergence of the proposed algorithm.
Experiments
In this section, we demostrate the effectiveness of the porposed CBF-MSC. Experimental results and corresponding analysis are presented. All codes are implemented in Matlab on a desktop with a four-core 3.6GHz processor and 8GB of memory.
Experimental settings
Comprehensive experiments are conducted on six realworld multi-view datasets to evaluate the proposed approach. To be specific, MSRCV1 1 consists of 210 image samples collected from 7 clusters with 6 views, including CENT, CMT, GIST, HOG, LBP, and SIFT. 3-sources 2 is a news articles dataset which come from BBC, Reuters, and Guardian. BBC 3 consists of 685 new documents from BBC and each of which is divided into 4 sub-parts. NGs 4 is a NewsGroups dataset consisting of 500 samples and has 3 views collected by 3 different methods. Yale Face 5 consists of 165 images from 15 individuals. Movie 617 6 , is a movie dataset containing 617 movies of 17 genres, and consists of two views, including keywords and actors.
Clustering results of our method are compared with several baselines, as follows:
1) LRR BSV [20] : Best Single-View clustering results based on Low-Rank Representation. LRR is employed on each single view, the best clustering performance based on the corresponding coefficient matrix is reported.
2) SC BSV [25] : Best Single-View clustering results achieved by Spectral Clustering. We perform spectral clustering on each single view, and report the best clustering performance. Both LRR BSV and SC BSV are employed here for demonstrating that the proposed multi-view clustering method can achieve the better clustering performance that sing-view clustering method.
2) KerAdd [11] : Kernel Addition tries to combine information of multiple views by constructing a single kernel matrix which is calculated by averaging kernel matrices of all views.
3) Co-reg [17] : It is a co-regularized multi-view spectral clustering which gets multi-view clustering results by pursuing the consistent properties of multi-view data. 4) RMSC [37] : Robust Multi-view Spectral Clustering is an effective multi-view clustering approach, which recovers a shared low-rank transition probability matrix for clustering. 5) AMGL [27] : Auto-Weighted Multiple Graph Learning, which learn parameters of weights automatically for multiple graphs and can be employed for multi-view clustering. 6) LMSC [42] : Latent Multi-view Subspace Clustering, which explores the consensus information and complementary information by seeking a latent representation of all views for clustering. 7) MLRSSC [4] : Multi-view low-rank sparse subspace clustering. Both low-rank and sparsity constraints are employed to get an affinity matrix for mutli-view clustering. Linear kernel MLRSSC algorithm is employed here for comparison.
8) GMC [33] : Graph-based Multi-view Clustering learns the data graph of different views and achieve multiview clustering results by fussing them into a integrated graph matrix.
Furthermore, five widely used metrics [24] for evaluation is employed here, including NMI (Normalized Mutual Information), ACC (ACCuracy), F-score, AVG (AVGent), and P (Precision). Excepting for AVG, higher values of all metrics indicate the better clustering performance for all metrics. For each dataset, 30 test runs with random initialization were conducted. Experimental results are reported in form of the average value and the standard deviation.
Experimental results
Comprehensive experiments conducted on the benchmark datasets illustrate that the proposed CBF-MSC can achieve promising and competitive clustering results. That is to say under the assumption that all views have the coefficient matrices with the same clustering property, consensus information and complementary information are explored effectively during multi-view clustering.
The results of comparison experiments are presented in Table 2 -7, and bold values indicate the best clustering performance. Overall speaking, for multi-view data, multi-view clustering methods can obtains more promising clustering results than single-view clustering method. For example, compared to SC BSV , the proposed CBF-MSC achieve about 23.35% and 23.07% improvements on the MSRCV1 datraset with repsect to the metrics of NMI and ACC, respectively.
Moreover, as a whole, the proposed method outperforms all the competed methods on all six benchmark datasets, since the CBF-MSC gets clustering results under a more suitable assumption and explores the underlying clustering structures of multi-view data more effectively. For example, on 3-sources dataset, the CBF-MSC gains an increase 
Convergence Analysis
Convergence properties of the proposed algorithm are analyzed in this section as well. To be specific, three convergence conditions are defined as follows: (27) As shown in Fig. 2 , three convergence curves corresponding to Convergence , Convergence , and Convergence versus the iteration numbers are presented and it is clear that the proposed algorithm can achieve convergence within 30 iterations on all benchmark datasets. Although the solid proof of the convergence is difficult to deliver, experimental results verifies the effectiveness and good convergence of the proposed algorithm.
Parameters Sensitivity
Parameter sensitivity of the proposed method will be disscused in this section. Two parameters, which affect the clusteirng performance, should be tuned, i.e., and . is a tradeoff parameter, shown in Equation (7) . Generally speaking, the prior information about the data, such as the noise level, is important for the tuning of . And is a dimensional parameter introduced in Equation (4). To be specific, given a dataset with data samples drawn from subspaces, we set belong to [ , ] , and for simplicity, is chosen from the set { , 2 , 3 , ...} and let < simultaneously.
Taking MSRCV1 for example, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 present the clustering results with different values of and , respectively. It can be observed that = 100 achieves promising the clustering results. As for parameter , as a whole, it is clear that the clustering performance is robust to different values of and = 35 obtains the best clustering results.
Conclusion
In this paper, we develop a novel multi-view subspace clustering approach, which assumes that the coefficient matrices of different views have the same clustering structure, rather than being equivalent among all views. To achieve the assumption, the orthonormality constrained bilinear factorization is introduced on the coefficient matrices of all views. An effective optimization is also developed to solve the objective function of the corresponding problem. Comprehensive experimental results validate the effectiveness of the proposed method and show that our CBF-MSC outperforms several state-of-the-arts. 
